State Legislature passed legislation in 1896 granting women the right to vote, more than twenty years before the 1920 ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution; and

WHEREAS, August 18, 2020, marks the centennial passage of the Nineteenth Amendment, granting women the right to vote throughout the United States of America. The centennial of the Nineteenth Amendment is a proper time to honor and recognize women leaders of our past and present who, through their skill, conviction, empathy, and determination, have had significant positive impacts on Idahoans, personally and professionally; and

WHEREAS, it is in the State of Idaho's interest to foster women leaders of the future and advance their leadership in business and politics; and

WHEREAS, celebration of the centennial of the Nineteenth Amendment will help encourage women to exercise their right to vote and understand the history of the struggle to secure women's suffrage.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the members of the Second Regular Session of the Sixty-fifth Idaho Legislature, the Senate and the House of Representatives concurring therein, that we establish March 14 as Idaho Women's Day, to acknowledge the influence, impact, and importance of women in Idaho's past, present, and future.

SCR 118 was introduced, read at length, and referred to the Judiciary and Rules Committee for printing.

The Senate advanced to the Sixth Order of Business.

Reports of Standing Committees

January 24, 2020

The JUDICIARY AND RULES Committee reports that S 1247 and S 1248 have been correctly printed.

LAKEY, Chairman

S 1247 was referred to the Resources and Environment Committee.

S 1248 was referred to the Agricultural Affairs Committee.

January 23, 2020

The JUDICIARY AND RULES Committee reports it has had under consideration the Gubernatorial appointments listed below and the Committee recommends that said appointments be confirmed by the Senate:


David Moore to the Commission on Pardons and Parole, term to expire January 1, 2023.

Dr. Karen Neill to the State Board of Correction, term to expire January 1, 2021.

Patricia Young to the Commission on Pardons and Parole, term to expire January 1, 2021.

Tony Plott to the Commission on Pardons and Parole, term to expire December 31, 2019.

Tony Plott to the Commission on Pardons and Parole, term to expire January 1, 2023.

LAKEY, Chairman

The Gubernatorial appointments were referred to the Tenth Order of Business, Motions and Resolutions, and ordered held at the Secretary's desk for one legislative day.
On request by Senator Anthon, granted by unanimous consent, the Senate advanced to the Eleventh Order of Business.

**Introduction, First Reading, and Reference of Bills, House Petitions, Resolutions, and Memorials**

Senator Woodward was recorded present at this order of business.

**S 1249**
**BY TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE**
**AN ACT**

RELATING TO LICENSE PLATES; AMENDING SECTION 49-402, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE A CODE REFERENCE; AND AMENDING CHAPTER 4, TITLE 49, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 49-420R, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE FOR CHOOSE LIFE LICENSE PLATES.

**S 1250**
**BY TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE**
**AN ACT**

RELATING TO MOTOR VEHICLES; REPEALING SECTION 49-1401A, IDAHO CODE, RELATING TO TEXTING WHILE DRIVING; AND AMENDING CHAPTER 14, TITLE 49, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 49-1401A, IDAHO CODE, TO DEFINE TERMS, TO PROHIBIT PERSONS FROM OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE USING A MOBILE ELECTRONIC DEVICE, TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS, TO PROHIBIT PERSONS FROM OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE WEARING EARPHONES, TO PROHIBIT PERSONS FROM OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE WATCHING CERTAIN MOTION UPON THE SCREEN OF A MOBILE ELECTRONIC DEVICE, TO PROVIDE PENALTIES, TO PROVIDE THAT NOTHING IN THIS SECTION SHALL BE USED TO AUTHORIZE SEIZURE OF A MOBILE ELECTRONIC DEVICE, TO PROVIDE THAT A VIOLATION MAY BE THE PRIMARY OR SOLE REASON FOR A TRAFFIC STOP OR CITATION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE PREEMPTS THE FIELD OF REGULATING THE USE OF MOBILE ELECTRONIC DEVICES IN MOTOR VEHICLES WHILE DRIVING, AND TO PROVIDE EFFECTIVE DATES.

**S 1251**
**BY TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE**
**AN ACT**

RELATING TO MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION; AMENDING CHAPTER 4, TITLE 49, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 49-459, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE FOR VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS FOR ORGAN DONATION EDUCATION AT THE TIME OF APPLICATION FOR MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION OR MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION RENEWAL.

**S 1252**
**BY COMMERCE AND HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE**
**AN ACT**

RELATING TO INJECTABLE COSMETICS; AMENDING TITLE 39, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW CHAPTER 97, TITLE 39, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE A SHORT TITLE, TO PROVIDE A DECLARATION OF POLICY, AND TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTAIN COSMETIC TREATMENTS.

**S 1253**
**BY HEALTH AND WELFARE COMMITTEE**
**AN ACT**

RELATING TO HEMP AND FDA-APPROVED MEDICAL CANNABIS; AMENDING TITLE 39, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW CHAPTER 97, TITLE 39, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE A SHORT TITLE, TO PROVIDE LEGISLATIVE INTENT, TO DEFINE A TERM, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION OF HEMP; AMENDING SECTION 37-2701, IDAHO CODE, TO DEFINE A TERM AND TO REVISE A DEFINITION; AMENDING SECTION 37-2705, IDAHO CODE, TO REVISE A DEFINITION; AMENDING SECTION 37-2732, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE A CORRECT CODE REFERENCE; AND DECLARING AN EMERGENCY.

**S 1254**
**BY STATE AFFAIRS COMMITTEE**
**AN ACT**

RELATING TO BINGO AND RAFFLES; AMENDING SECTION 67-7702, IDAHO CODE, TO REVISE DEFINITIONS AND TO DEFINE TERMS; AMENDING SECTION 67-7703, IDAHO CODE, TO REVISE TERMINOLOGY; AMENDING SECTION 67-7704, IDAHO CODE, TO REVISE PROVISIONS REGARDING THE BINGO-RAFFLE ADVISORY BOARD AND TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CORRECTION; AMENDING SECTION 67-7705, IDAHO CODE, TO REVISE PROVISIONS REGARDING ACTIONS BY THE BINGO-RAFFLE ADVISORY BOARD, TO REVISE A MEETING REQUIREMENT, AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS; AMENDING SECTION 67-7706, IDAHO CODE, TO REVISE PROVISIONS REGARDING THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE BINGO-RAFFLE ADVISORY BOARD AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS; AMENDING SECTION 67-7707, IDAHO CODE, TO REVISE TERMINOLOGY; AMENDING SECTION 67-7708, IDAHO CODE, TO REVISE TERMINOLOGY; AMENDING SECTION 67-7709, IDAHO CODE, TO REVISE PROVISIONS REGARDING ACCOUNTING AND THE USE OF BINGO AND RAFFLES; AMENDING SECTION 67-7710, IDAHO CODE, TO REVISE TERMINOLOGY; AMENDING SECTION 67-7711, IDAHO CODE, TO REVISE PROVISIONS REGARDING RAFFLES; AMENDING SECTION 67-7712, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE FOR A CERTAIN LICENSE FEE, TO REMOVE PROVISIONS REGARDING SUSPENSION AND REVOCATION, AND TO REDESIGNATE THE SECTION; AMENDING SECTION 67-7713, IDAHO CODE, TO REDESIGNATE THE SECTION AND TO REVISE LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS; AMENDING CHAPTER 77, TITLE 67, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 67-7713A, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE LICENSE SUSPENSION AND REVOCATION; AMENDING SECTION 67-7714, IDAHO CODE, TO REVISE TERMINOLOGY; AMENDING SECTION 67-7715, IDAHO CODE, TO REVISE TERMINOLOGY, TO PROVIDE A CORRECT CODE REFERENCE, AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS; AMENDING SECTION 67-7716, IDAHO CODE, TO REVISE TERMINOLOGY; AMENDING SECTION 67-7717, IDAHO CODE, TO REVISE TERMINOLOGY AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS; AMENDING SECTION 67-7718, IDAHO CODE, TO REVISE TERMINOLOGY AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS.
S 1255
BY STATE AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
AN ACT
RELATING TO VETERANS SERVICES; AMENDING SECTION 65-702, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE FOR THE USE OF CERTAIN MATCHING FUNDS WITH THE USE OF MONEYS IN THE IDAHO VETERANS RECOGNITION FUND; AMENDING SECTION 65-703, IDAHO CODE, TO REVISE PROVISIONS REGARDING TRANSFERS BY THE STATE CONTROLLER TO THE IDAHO VETERANS RECOGNITION INCOME FUND, TO REMOVE CERTAIN TRANSFER AND DISTRIBUTION RESTRICTIONS REGARDING THE IDAHO VETERANS RECOGNITION FUND, AND TO AUTHORIZE CERTAIN TRANSFERS FROM THE IDAHO VETERANS RECOGNITION FUND TO THE IDAHO VETERANS RECOGNITION INCOME FUND; AND AMENDING SECTION 65-704, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE FOR THE USE OF CERTAIN MATCHING FUNDS WITH THE USE OF MONEYS IN THE IDAHO VETERANS RECOGNITION INCOME FUND, TO REMOVE A REQUIREMENT THAT CERTAIN UNENCUMBERED FUNDS BE TRANSFERRED FROM THE IDAHO VETERANS RECOGNITION INCOME FUND TO THE IDAHO VETERANS RECOGNITION FUND, AND TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN FISCAL YEAR-END REVENUE MAY BE TRANSFERRED TO THE IDAHO VETERANS RECOGNITION FUND.

S 1249, S 1250, S 1251, S 1252, S 1253, S 1254, and S 1255 were introduced, read the first time at length, and referred to the Judiciary and Rules Committee for printing.

On request by Senator Anthon, granted by unanimous consent, the Senate advanced to the Thirteenth Order of Business.

Third Reading of Bills

H 323 was read the third time at length, section by section, and placed before the Senate for final consideration. Senator Lee arose as sponsor of the bill and opened the debate. The question being, "Shall the bill pass?"

Roll call resulted as follows:


NAYS–None.

Absent and excused–Rice, Winder. Total - 2.

Total - 35.

Whereupon the President Pro Tempore declared H 323 passed, title was approved, and the bill ordered returned to the House.

S 1231 was read the third time at length, section by section, and placed before the Senate for final consideration. Senator Crabtree arose as sponsor of the bill and opened the debate. The question being, "Shall the bill pass?"

Roll call resulted as follows:


NAYS–None.

Absent and excused–Rice, Winder. Total - 2.

Total - 35.

Whereupon the President Pro Tempore declared S 1231 passed, title was approved, and the bill ordered transmitted to the House.

On request by Senator Anthon, granted by unanimous consent, the Senate advanced to the Fifteenth Order of Business.

Miscellaneous Business

On motion by Senator Anthon, seconded by Senator Stennett, by voice vote, the Senate adjourned at 11:26 a.m. until the hour of 11:15 a.m., Monday, January 27, 2020.

BRENT HILL, President Pro Tempore
Attest: JENNIFER NOVAK, Secretary